
BOY’S DRESS CODE

DRESS CODE
In any educational environment, there should be a dress code for students.  The uniform policy
at St. Leo School teaches students that their bodies matter.  It encourages self-respect, respect
for the educational  establishment and reverence for God by teaching that God and the truth
deserve the best they have to offer.  Students wear a neat, attractive uniform, which not only
indicates the equality of all students, but enhances the learning environment.  We want our
students to understand that authentic self-expression comes from thoughts and words, not from
one’s outside appearance.  It is for these reasons that we ask that parents take the necessary
steps to make sure students are aware of and adhere to the uniform code.

BOY’S UNIFORMS

Pants - Only dress pants are permitted.  Navy blue conventional dress pants of good quality material - Leisure type
pants are not acceptable - No jeans or jean-style pants, no rivets and no patch pockets.
Shirts - Long or short sleeve light blue dress shirt or knit light blue polo shirt
Shorts - These must be uniform shorts only and may be worn from April 15 through October 15.
Physical Education Shorts - Must be purchased through the school.
Sweaters - Uniform navy blue pull over sweater, cardigan, or vest sweater.
Pullover- FlynnO’Hara Navy quarter-zip performance fleece pullover with school logo.  This option to the blue
uniform sweater can be worn during the school day.  Only pullovers bearing our logo purchased through FlynnO’Hara
are acceptable.
Socks - Navy blue, black, or white crew length logo free socks are to be worn. No socks below the ankle.
Belts - Brown or black
Shoes - Solid black or brown dress shoe - no boots or high tops - no sneakers - no athletic logo-type shoe - no
moccasins.
Hair - Extremes in length of hair is not acceptable. Tails, shaving of the head, spiked hair,
tinting or coloring of the hair, or any type of clipper design is NOT allowed. Hair on the boys must not touch the collar,
eye brows,  and the ENTIRE EAR MUST SHOW. Facial hair (long sideburns, chin hair, etc.) is NOT permitted. Boys
must be clean shaven. Sideburns should be no longer than the middle of the ear. No perms are permitted. NO
OUTLANDISH HAIRSTYLES! If a student chooses to be creative with their hair color or style over the summer, there
is no acceptable “grow out” period.  All hair color and/or styles must be restored to adhere to the handbook guidelines
before the first day of school.
Jewelry - Boys are permitted to wear one watch and one necklace. Plastic, leather, hemp/
jute, and other materials other than gold or silver are NOT permitted.  BOYS ARE NOT PERMITTED TO WEAR
EARRINGS, BARS, OR GAGES. NO TATTOOING or PIERCING IS PERMITTED. SNEAKERS MAY BE WORN
ONLY FOR GYM CLASSES.  Nail Polish is NOT permitted.

All uniforms, skirts, pants, blouses, shirts, and sweaters MUST be kept clean and in good repair. Shirts and blouses
must be tucked in at all times. NO trench style coats.
Undershirts - Boys and girls have regularly worn undershirts and/or camis under their uniform shirts and blouses.
This is acceptable provided that they are WHITE in color and that they DO NOT hang below the shirt or blouse.

Repeated offenses in uniform and/or hair violations will result in detention.


